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PHOTO ESSAYS

Images of hospices on
social media
The #notdingy campaign
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In June 2015, hospices were described as ‘dingy’ on two popular British television dramas.
This spurred a social media protest using the hashtag #notdingy. Images were a central
component of the #notdingy campaign, which asserted that hospices are positive places in
which to be cared for, in many cases until death. In this essay I analyse both the formal
qualities of these images as well as their encoded meanings and symbolism (Pauly 2005). I
argue that the value of these kinds of images lies less in what is actually depicted than in the
images’ affective or emotional force, which can absorb particular meanings and symbolism
in the context of a social media campaign.
In the United Kingdom, the term ‘hospice’ is used to refer both to a specific kind of holistic,
patient-centred care that is offered alongside or instead of curative treatment, and to the
setting in which this kind of care is provided. While hospice care is highly valued in the UK
(National End of Life Care Intelligence Network 2013), hospices are nevertheless often
perceived by the public as marginal and dirty spaces that house the disintegrating bodies of
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the sick and dying (Lawton 2000). In the summer of 2015, these views were reflected in
episodes of two popular British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) television dramas,
‘EastEnders’ and ‘Casualty’, in which different characters referred to hospices as ‘grotty’ and
‘dingy’ places. In response, several hospice workers and supporters took to social media
(primarily Twitter) to chastise the BBC for these remarks and to share an alternative ‘reality’
about the experience of living and working in hospices (Images 1 & 2). For example,
commenting on the need for the campaign in an online news article, a hospice worker
claimed that the hospices depicted on the BBC television dramas were ‘not like any of the
hospices I know’ (Youlden 2015). HospiceUK, a national charity supporting hospices,
quickly backed these efforts (Ellis 2015). The organization encouraged hospices across the
country to join the campaign by using the #notdingy hashtag and sharing images of their
hospices on Twitter, in order to shift public understandings and narratives about hospices.

1. One of the few tweets shared as part of the #notdingy campaign that includes an image of someone in bed (bottom
right)
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2. A collection of images illustrating the material and social environments of hospices

Ramanathan (2007) argues that images have interventionist capabilities because of their
ability to interrupt thoughts and evoke stories. Indeed, the images posted as part of the
#notdingy campaign were intended to subvert popular understandings of hospices as dull,
dark, and dirty. Interestingly, this was achieved primarily through the use of highly generic,
promotional-style ‘stock’ images featuring the exteriors and interiors of particular facilities.
Photographs of the grounds frequently featured scenes of brightly coloured sunsets,
historical buildings, and well-maintained gardens (Image 3). Photographs of people smiling
and interacting were in many ways equally generic, although details like nurses’ uniforms and
hospital beds did reflect that these were spaces of medical care.
There were obvious omissions in the photographs posted as part of the #notdingy
campaign, such as images of very sick or actively dying people, or those who are obviously
grieving. There is no trace of the leaky or contorted bodies, sunken faces, or tears of grief
that many people associate with hospices (Lawton 2000). These omissions reveal the highly
selective ways in which people and institutions present themselves and their arguments
through social media (Miller et al. 2016). They also reflect an explicit challenge to the
popular connection between hospices, dying, and death, arguably shifting the focus instead
to hospices as places of beauty and care.
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Given the omission of very sick, actively dying, and grieving people, viewers might have
found it difficult to ‘place’ many of the images that were posted as a part of the #notdingy
campaign without the accompanying 140 characters of text and hashtag (especially if the
images did not include patients or medical staff and equipment). After all, this was just one
more shared sunset or garden photograph that reflects the ‘mundane ordinary aesthetics’ of
images posted on social media (Miller et al. 2016). Taken alone, then, the images posted as
part of the #notdingy campaign would not have been able to interrupt viewers’ negative
notions of hospices or evoke alternate stories. However, posters encoded these generic
images with particular meanings and symbolism through the accompanying 140 characters of
text, which frequently asserted the images’ ability to depict what hospices are ‘really’ like
(Images 4). It was through this combination of generic images and textual truth claims that
posters re-presented hospices as ‘beautiful’, ‘helpful’, ‘supportive’, ‘wonderful’, and
‘excellent’ places of care (Image 5). This re-presentation depended not so much on the
formal and highly generic content of the images, but rather on their affective or emotional
force (Vokes 2008) – that is, the images’ ability to convey a general sense of emplaced
warmth, brightness, and serenity, which posters then explicitly or implicitly connected to the
provision of high quality, dignified care.

3. Sunset over the garden of the Eden Valley hospice
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4. Collage of photographs depicting what hospices are ‘really’ like

5. Picture of hospice building along with short statement about what the space enables
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In spite of the generic quality of many of the images posted, the #notdingy campaign
successfully shifted BBC practice. Within five days, nearly one hundred Twitter accounts
were using the #notdingy hashtag, including hospices in other countries. Multiple small local
presses covered the campaign and some members of Parliament tweeted their support. As a
direct result of this campaign, by March 2016 the drama department at the BBC had shifted
its descriptions of hospices; the local, fictional hospice in ‘Casualty’ was referred to as having
lovely gardens and a ‘mean G&T’ (gin and tonic). This change was facilitated through a new
consulting relationship between HospiceUK and the BBC drama department that resulted
from the campaign. As such, the campaign could be considered a successful example of
online activism.
In conclusion, the #notdingy campaign set out to portray what hospices are ‘really’ like
through social media posts that featured markedly different visual representations of
hospices than those provided in popular BBC television programmes. Generic images of
buildings and natural scenes were used to evoke a sense of brightness, calm, and serenity,
encouraging the viewer to infer that beautiful gardens, sunsets, and historic buildings
translate into high quality, dignified hospice care. The relative absence of dying and grief in
these images privileges viewing hospices as places of care rather than death.
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